When a muscle is stimulated to contraction some anion is produced which displaces bicarbonate ion from the blood. In the following note a simple theoretical model is presented whose behavior duplicates the variation of this ion concentration following exercise. Whether the ion is assumed to be lactate or pyrnvate is immaterial for the analysis, since it is assumed that any increase in this anion is faithfully reflected by the attendant and measurable decrease in blood bicarbonate z according to the fast reaction, CHsCHOH. COOH + HCO~ = H,O + COs -I-CHs'-CHOH COO-. Our model then predicts the lactate (or pymvate) ion concentration in muscle, blood, and removal fluid as a function of time. These predictions can be successfully tested in a variety of independent ways as will be shown.
(S in chamber I) ~2-k-~-~--~ (S in chamber 2) ~-~ (S in chamber 3)
el(t) /~ ~(t) k~ cs(t)
where the h's are in this case permeabilities of the separator membranes. Let us now postulate, however, that there exists some mechanical device on the membranes---a device to which energy is supplied from the exterior--preventing the back flow from chamber 2 to chamber 1, and from 3 to 2. This assumption is nu~kematicaIly equivalent to setting hax = h~ = 0, although it is realized physically that the permeabilities are the same in both directions through a membrane.
x Experimentally determined values of blood bicarbonate must be corrected to constant pH because of the changes in base bound by proteins at different pH.
It is assumed that S is by some means mixed rapidly and evenly throughout the chambers after it enters them. 155
Next we introduce the new variables:
X i ~ 6,; --6 0
The new initial conditions in terms of these variables are x ° = 61,° xs° = 0, x3° = 0. I t will be seen that our system is now described by the equation, (S in chamber 1) h124 (S in chamber 2) h2~4 (S in chamber 3)
x~(l) xs(t) xs(t)
a mathematical form which is not a newcomer to biology when in chemical dress.
The foregoing is the model which is to simulate the 3 "chambers:" muscle cell, blood, removal cell (certain evidence suggests that the last is a kidney cell, although the possibility of liver cells is not excluded), and the diffusing substance, lactate ion. 3 I n order to make the application plausible we must explain: (1) The appearance of an excess amount of lactate, x~, in the muscle cell; (2) the irreversibility of passage of lactate from muscle to blood and from blood to removal cell. To do so we assume that: (1) Lactate ion is produced in pulse-like fashion within the muscle cell; i.e., the reactions which give rise to the ion are much faster than its outward passage through the muscle cell membrane. (2) That the circulation of the blood reduces the lactate solute pressure directed backward to the muscle cell practically to zero, so that h~lxl = 0. But if the product of two numbers = 0 (with no further conditions), we are mathematically justified in setting either = 0; so we choose to set /~1 = 0. This greatly simplifies the analysis and achieves the same physical effect as setting x~ (neighborhood of membrane) = 0. By similar reasoning we set has = 0. In this case h~sx3 = 0 (neighborhood of membrane) because again lactate is rapidly removed by some device (e.g. convection) other than diffusion.
I n the kidney this would be the passive formation of urine (meaning by "passive," in the absence of surface electric effects maintained by working cells), while in the liver it might be a rapid (as compared with diffusion) polymerization of lactate into glycogen.
I t should perhaps be emphasized that despite the above assumptions, the h's remain equal to the permeabilities of the two membranes in question; i.e., that separating the interior of a muscle cell and the blood,* and that separating the blood and the interior of the removal cell.
T H E ~E X P E I~N T S Data for this analysis were obtained by the experimental procedures explained in detail in a previous paper (5) . Briefly, samples of finger blood were drawn at 1 to 10 minute intervals following severe exercise in young male adults. Total CO2 content, Vc, and pile were determined in each sample according to the micro method of Shock and Hastings (6) . (BHCOs), and Pco~ of the arterial blood were calculated (1) . Furthermore, the change in bicarbonate at a pH, of 7.4 and a V, of 0.45 was computed for each sample (5) . Corrected bicarbonate changes were used in the subsequent analysis.
With these considerations in mind we now turn to the test of our model. Once we identify ~(t) with the excess concentration of acid anion (lactate) in the blood, the two problems involved in the test become clear: we must find out how the model will behave, and we must devise some way of comparing the behavior of our model with the experiments. The first is an elementaryproblem in mathematics, and consists in finding the x~(t). The second will be a problem in the evaluation of constants.
Behavior of the Model
The system, S(1) --* S(2) ~ S(3), is a special case of the general reaction network N~-la . . . . 1 of m substances. The mathematics of such networks will be presented in a paper now in preparation by one of us. Suffice to assert here that for m = 3, the constants, C~ in the solution, Substituting these constants into the solution, restricting our problem to the case where x ° # O, xs = x8 = O, and interpreting the velocity constants k as permeabilities h, we obtain the well known relations:
hi z~ x2 = --(e -nit -e -h-t)
hi --ka
~ka -kt
From equations 2, 3, and 4 it is possible to plot the graphs of the concentrations.
The Graphs of the Concentrations.--(a)
The x1: We have from 2, xl = x°e -h~t. W h e n t = 0, X l = x°x. When t = oo, xl = 0. x~is zero only for t = ¢o. This suffices to get an idea of the nature of the function; it is the familiar exponential decay curve, with x ° as its intercept on the x~ axis. (b) The x2: Evidently the quantity in parentheses in equation 3 is zero for t = 0 and for t = o~, but for no other positive t.
This equation has only one root, so we know that there is but one maximum or minimum between 0 and oo. Now when t = O, x~ reduces to hxxo. Since hi _~ 0 from physical considerations, we know that the curve passes through the origin with a positive slope. Furthermore, it will again return to the t-axis at oo, and it will not touch in between. Evidently, then, the single point at which its slope is zero for 0 < t < oo must be a maximum.
(hi e -ht* -hi e -h-t) ffi 0
ht t --/~--bzl°g~ (6)
If by t,~ we denote the abscissa of the maximum, and by t~ that of the inflection point, then from equations 5 and 6 we find the relation that & = 2t,,. We now have enough information to sketch the graph (x2, in Fig. 1 ). (c) The x3:
tiating,
This function is zero for e -h't = e -h~t, that is, for l =
Differen-
0, and again for
Graph showing theoretical time-concentration curves for model derived from rational equations, xl ffi concentration of S in first cell (muscle); x~ concentration of S in intermediate cell (blood plasma); x, --concentration of S in third cell of system (removal cell).
Comparing with equation 5, we see that x8 has an inflection simultaneous with the maximum of x~.
Using the deductions of (a), (b), and (c), the graphs of the concentrations zl, x~, and x8 were drawn. (See Fig. 1 .) The striking resemblance between the curve for x2 and the smoothed experimental curves (Figs. 2 and 3) is obvious. Equation 3 contains three constants which must be evaluated; consequently from the experimental graph we must be able to get three independent measures yielding three independent equations in the constants. The time of the maximum and the maximum concentration (hereinafter referred to as t,~ and C,~) are readily obtained. It might be thought at first g]ance that the abscissa of the inflection would furnish a suitable third point. This is not the case, inasmuch as it is quite impossible to read this measure from an experimental curve with an accuracy comparable to the abscissa of the maximum. Nevertheless it may serve as a rough check. When x2 drops off very rapidly, a good approximation to the area under the curve x~ can be obtained. This condition is well met by our data, so we decided to use the area under x~ (hereinater denoted by (A), measured with an ordinary planimeter as our third experimental parameter.
Fitting of the Curve x~
Having decided upon the three experimentally imposed conditions, we must derive the corresponding equations in the constants hi, h2, and x °.
One of these has already appeared. From equation 5 we readily obtain our first equation Equations 9, 10, and 11 constitute our system to find the constants of the fit. There is one peculiarity about this system, however. In rearranging equation 5 it was necessary to multiply through by (k2 --hi). This introduced a solution h~ = hi. The solution is not a valid one because we are using for x2 the solution which assumed the h's distinct.
Solution of the System.--Substituting from equation 11 into 10, we obtain a simple equation for hi, kl e -^I t ' ' = C= (12) A hl e -hl|m is 1
t,~e that
The function hl e -h~*" is zero for hi = 0 and hi = ~ (hi >= 0). Differentiating once we see that there is a maximum when e -hi*" = h~ "hi*" or /:i = 1
This fact indicates that if any solutions at all exist for hi, two will exist. Morehi over, if we solve equation 9 for ~ and substitute into equation 10, we find that he must satisfy the very same equation as hi, namely, he e -h*t~ = ~ This A" equation will also have two roots, if any, and they will be the same ones as for hl. Since we know hi # he, the only conclusion possible is that one of the solutions of x = e -*~* is hi and the other is he. Just which is which can be easily ascertained by solving the combination of equations 10 and 11, and choosing one of the possible combinations of hi and he. If this combination satisfies equation 5, it is the correct combination; if not, then the other pair must be. The best way to solve equation 12 is to graph it in the interval 0 C~,. 
The equation-inequality 13 forms the best criterion as to whether or not equation 3 will fit given experimental data, for its left hand member contains only constants of the experiment, and the right hand member is a universal constant. It is also obvious that the condition of equation 13 is invariant to changes in units either of t or C, for both of its sides are dimensionless quantities. Experimental curves which to all appearances seem alike can be shown to involve fundamentally different processes under equation 5. For instance, the fatigue-recovery curves and the change in skin resistance curves following stimulation are identical to cursory inspection, but the former satisfy equation 5 while the latter do not.
The fitting of the curve may now be summarized as follows: (1) 
THE I~E SU'LTS
The foregoing analysis has been applied to 23 experiments. The calculations are summarized in Table I The permeabilities hl and h~ average 0.0403 and 0.5845 respectively. 5 For a particular subject they tend to remain the same in experiments performed on different days.
DISCUSSION
The comparison of model and reMity as outlined in the Introduction is completed by the table and graphs given above. The model has, however, implications beyond the available data. These implications, if checked by experiments of an entirely different sort, lend important support to the theory, and thus are also worthy of consideration.
The theory predicts that the curve for xs, the lactate concentration in the removal cell or any phase connected with it, should have the general nature suggested by x~ of Fig. 1 . Experimental evidence which substantiates this point has been obtained by Johnson and Edwards (2) . The curve for lactate ion concentration in the urine following exercise is of this sort. The inference, as already pointed out, is that the kidney cells are the removal cells required by the model. There is, of course, no way of measuring the lactate ion concentrations inside of muscle cells, but if one accepts the theory, these concentrations are necessarily given by xl (t).
The other implication has to do with the numerical magnitude of the permeabllities obtained. Expressed in millimoles and minutes, these have already been given as about 0.04 and 0.58. In view of the fact that the molecular weight of lactic acid is 90, the factor which converts the above h's to permeabilities in centimeter-gram-second units is 0.090/60. This gives 5.94 X 10 -5 and 75 X 10 -5 respectively. The "arbitrary permeability" is usually taken as 10 -6 (4). Thus it is obvious that the h's we have obtained are 5 Without the aberrant value of subject F. I. the average is 0.480. Quantitative description of recovery curves has been attempted by Shock and Hastings (7) , and others (3). The first named investigators performed an empirical analysis based "on the fitting of the curve,
It is readily seen that this curve is a special case of the one here proposed, for which hi = h,. In this event we may set The forms are identical if we identify h~ with k, and C with Ah~. The values obtained by Shock and Hastings for k should therefore approximate the values here gotten for /~. This is roughly the case.
very reasonable values. It would be highly fortuitous that we should happen upon such magnitudes merely by chance, especially in view of all the previous correlations. In summary it can be said that thephenomenon of acid displacement and recovery following exercise can be plausibly explained by our model, when reasonable (as shown by independent lines of reasoning) values of h are assumed. Imbedded in this solution, however, is the perhaps more important suggestion that h values can be obtained from the integral properties of systems, as here demonstrated. Thus these values of h were obtained under perfectly physiological, intact organism conditions, a feat which direct experimentation could not accomplish. The mathematical analysis of similar cases thus offers unlimited possibilities in the realm of intact animal research.
While it is logically wrong to claim uniqueness for a model, it is quite permissible to rule out certain other rival models. Among them would be a simple one purporting to give the chemical kinetics of lactate production. We have no doubt that the chemical kinetics will some day be elucidated, even though they may not be the governing reaction, but the necessary empirical information and the mathematical techniques for doing so are as yet unavailable. It may be that the lactate variations will be governed primarily by the rates of chemical reactions, but it can be said with great surety that no simple chemical models, such as have been suggested, could ever account for a reacting system of such complexity, involving catalysis at so many points.
SUMMARY
A simple theoretical model has been presented whose behavior duplicates the variation in bicarbonate ion concentration in the blood following exercise. Methods for the evaluation of the constants of rational equations to describe the concentration in muscle cells, in blood plasma, and in removal cells, of the anions produced in exercise have been devised. These methods have been applied to experimental data from 23 experiments, and a close agreement between the observed and theoretically predicted values for blood plasma has been found. From the mathematical analysis of the data values for permeability of acid anions produced in exercise have been estimated as 75 >( 10 -s and 5.9 X 10 -5 cm. per sec. between muscle cell and blood (extracellular fluid) and between blood plasma and removal cells respectively.
